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We will start sailing daily newspapers in Port Epheria or Veliya and after the speed run the guide made Just_Sheen from sailing contention. This is the best route I've found and I recommend joining Sailing Discord for other great resources like this. You can also find groups in Sailing Discord to complete your sailing daily newspapers faster. You can leave the viola in Port Epheria
to pick up the quest at the beginning and then return to your sailing character at the end to pass it in. There is only one quest in Etheria and it only gives sailing EXP and the origin of the wind x1, so you can skip this quest if you want. The quest can be taken away from Dius and there are three different quests from him. The quest you get is RNG and changes every day, but each
gives the same reward. The quest Name How to Complete The Reward Treasure Swimming in the Ocean Kill Hecaru or Kill Ocean Stalker Sailing EXPOrgin Wind x1 Outlawas Ocean Kill Goldmont Big Battleship Stay Sharp! Kill small battleship Goldmont Next, pick up all 5 quests in Velia. There is a quest you can pick up from Croix, which is a Wharf Manager located on Velia
Docks. Just like with Dius, there are three different quests from him. The quest you get is RNG and changes every day, but each gives the same reward. The quest Name How to Complete The Reward Is Wanted: Hekaru / Ocean Stalker Kill Hecara or Kill Ocean Stalker Sailing EXPOrgin Wind x1 Looming Threats from the Ocean Kill Goldmont Large Battleship Ocean Predators
Kill Goldmont Small Battleship Now Head Inside Hotel at Velia Docks and Find Mia and Proix. Mia has 3 quests you can choose from and then another one you can pick up. I recommend choosing a baremi Island quest if possible so you can complete it on the way to the Oquilla eye, as the other two are more out of the way. The quest Name How to Complete The Choice Day
Reward of these goods delivery quests: Baremi Island (recommended) Shipping 1 Barter Item Baremi Island Sailing EXP Shipping Goods: Island Navro Shipping 1 Barter Item to Navro Island Shipping Goods: Tinberra Island Shipping 1 Barter Point Tinberra Island Daily for a wider shopping route Successful Barter 3 Times quest Name How to Complete The Reward Wanted:
Hungry Sea Creatures Kill Hungry Hekaru x3 and Ocean Stalker x3 Sailing EXP Wanted: Coke Scouts in disguise Kill Cox Pirates on the Island x20 Sailing EXP Daily How to Restore Sailors Cook Chowder x3 Sailing EXP Now that you've taken all the quests from Velia, head to the island of Ilya. Make a stop on Arakil Island to kill the Cox Pirates needed for the quest, and then kill
the three Hungry Ocean Stalkers who appear south of Elijah. After that, head north to Okila's eye. You can stay on Veita Island for more Cox Pirates and Barimi Island to complete barter quests while you are on the way. South of Oquila's eyes Sea monsters Hekaru. Kill 3 of them to complete 3:3 3:3 Proix. Arriving at Oquilla's Eye, pick up quests around the island. The first quest
to pick up from Ravikel, the manager of the wharf. The quest is called the Ravikel Daily Test. After picking up the quest, turn left and there are soldiers next to the NPC guild manager who has 3 quests for you. NPC quest Title How to Complete Ravikel's Daily Ravikel's Test Successful Barter 5 Times Sailing EXPOquilla Coin x1 Choice Between: Pure Pearl Crystal x2, Deepwater
Memory Filled Clay x8Bright Reef Pace x8 Soldier Daily Our Guild is not a charity group Kill a Young Sea Monster x2 Sailing EXPOquilla Coin x1Tide-Dyed Kill Hekaru x1 Sailing EXPOquilla Coin x1Cox Pirates' Artifact (Combat) x3 (Daily) Win-win situation Kill Ocean Stalker x1 Sailing EXPOquilla Coin x1Deep Tide-Dyed Standardized Timber Square x3 how you put together 4
quests on the shore, head to the north side of the island. There is an NPC called Bave Ricks here who has a fishing quest called (Daily) We are our own on this island!. The quest requires you to catch and give it a yellow sword fish, but only rewards you oquilla Coin x1 and no sailing EXP or other items, so you can skip this quest if you don't have much time. Then go back to the
manager of the wharf and walk up the wooden stairs next to it. Keep the following paths south of the island until you reach the Kurio otter merchant. It will have two quests for you to take and complete. The quest Name How to Complete the Reward Daily Precious Coral Piece Give Coral Piece x10 (they can be bought at the Central Market) Oquilla Coin x1Seaweed Stalk x4 Daily
For young otter traders Give rainbow Coral piece x1 (must be collected using underwater collection - use this image, To help) Collect EXPOquilla Coin x1Ruddy Manganese Nodule x2 Now you have everything we can kill the head northwest of Oquilla's eyes. There are young and adult Oceanstalkers that you can kill to complete the first kill quests. Then go east and kill Hekar,
necessary for other murder quests. Once you have completed all the quests, head back to Oquilla's eye to pass them on and pick up follow up on the quests. Ravikel will now have additional quests for you to pick up. There are 6 different quests and you can choose between Young Sea Monster quests or Adult Sea Monster quests. Completing adult versions of quests will give you
bigger/better rewards and can be solo'd with 10 green caravan gears, but may take some time to complete. I recommend finding a group if possible to speed things up. Name quest How to complete The Choice Choice's Reward of these quests Daily Old Moon Guild Candidum Hunter Kill Candidum x1 Sailing EXPOquilla Coin x1Moon Scale Plyanera x10 Daily Old Moon Guild
Young Candidum Hunter Kill Young x1 Sailing EXPOquilla Coin x1Moon Scale Plywood x5 Choose one of these quest quests Nineshark Hunter Kill Nineshark x1 Sailing EXPOquilla Coin x1Moon Vein Flax Fabric x3 Daily Young Nineshark Hunter Old Moon Kill Young Nineshark x1 Sailing EXPOquilla Coin x1Moon Vein Flax Fabric x1 Choose one of these quests Daily - Old Moon
Guild Black Rust Hunter Kill Black Rust x1 Sailing EXPOquilla Coin x1Tear Ocean x1Tear Ocean x1 Daily Old Moon Guild Young Black Rust Hunter Kill Young Black Rust x1 Sailing EXPOquilla Coin x1Abyssal Gem x1 Now When you have an extra extra 3 quests you will need to go and kill the last 3 sea monsters and finish the rest of your daily newspapers. These sea monsters
spawn quite far into the big ocean, so the fastest route is to use a traveler's map from Oquilla's Eye to send you to Port Ratt and then remotely collect your ship. Make sure your ship doesn't have any items in your inventory and that you remove your sailors in advance. From Port Ratt you can make your way back to the eye of Oquilla and kill the monsters needed on the way.
Using the route below, you should be able to keep the tide and wind in your direction for most of the journey. When you return to Oquilla's Eye, take out quests and collect your rewards. Now you can go and do the barter quest you chose before. After completing this quest there is a follow up quest from the soldier in the screenshot below. Name quest How to Complete Reward
Daily For Serendian Soldiers Successfully Barter 10 Times Sailing EXPOquilla Coin x1 Choose between: Extended Island Tree-covered plywood x10Cox Pirates'Artifcat (Negotiator) x1 Now you can return to Veliya and Port Etheria in hand in the rest of the quests. There are also two additional Oquilla eye quests that can be completed daily, but both of these quests require you to
hand over 150 Oquilla coins. Two quests can be obtained from Herrad Romsen, and you can choose one of them per day. Title quest How to Complete The Reward Select one of these quests Daily Small redemption from the Old Moon Guild I Hand over 150 Oquilla Coins Sailing EXP Choose between: Seaweed Stalk x8Ruddy manganese Nodule x4Pure Pearl Crystal x4Deep
Sea memory filled Clay x16Bright Reef piece x16Enhanced Island Tree coated plywood x20Cox Pirates' Artifact (Negotiation Expert) x2 Daily Small Redemption from Old Moon Guild II Hand over 150 Oquilla Coins Sailing EXP Select between : Tide-Dyed Standardized Wood Area x6Cox Pirates' Artifact (Fight) x6Deep Tide-Dyed Standardized Wood Area x6Moon Plywood Scale
x20Moon Vein Flax Fabric x6Tear Ocean x2 Great Expedition Patch has presented many new and exciting aspects of life in the sea in the Black Desert Online. In this guide to BDO sailing, I explain how to get my first ship, how shipbuilding has changed, how the new barter system works, sailors and new sailing, and more. Getting your first ship before you start sailing you need
something to sail. In the old days we only had rafts, rowing boats and fishing boats. And while these boats are still useful, the first ship that you should now get is the Bartali Sailboat. The best way to get a Bartali Sailboat is by launching Oquilla's Big Expedition's Eye circuit quest. This chain of quests can begin with the Black Spirit at level 50 with the quest Energy Majesty. After
several quests, you will get a free Ship License: Bartali Sailboat item. You can also buy The Ship License: Bartali Sailing item from Proix in Velia for 10 million silver if you want to have more than one ship. Once you have got your hands on a ship license you need to go to the wharf manager such as Croix (they are brothers) in Velia where you use your license to get your ship.
After you have registered the vehicle you can take it. Try it and see how you like it. Sailing your ship controlling your ship is pretty simple. You control it with WSAD buttons or with a mouse as usual. The only thing you need to keep in mind is whether your sails are stacked or not. If you swim against the wind you want your sails to fold, but when you have the wind in the back you
want your sails to turn around. There's not much you can do about the sea current, but going against it will slow your ship down. Tip: If you get your ship stuck sometimes enough to release the steering wheel (R button) and take control again for the ship to come unstuck. Ship Information Screen on the ship information screen, you will get all the information you need to see how
your ship is doing. To access the screen, you can use the F5 button or the R button depending on where you stand on your ship. Ship Stats DP: Ship ArmorDability: Hit Ship Points. Weight: How much weight the ship can have and how much weight it carries, including sailors. Cabin status: the number of free cabins and the number of cabins used. Accumulated Barter: The
number of barter deals you made on this ship in total. Rations: The number of rations you have and the maximum amount you can carry with you. The rations are regularly used during swimming and bartering activities. Resistance to the sea current: how your ship has affected the sea currents. Resistance sea Strom: How your ship's impact on sea storms. Speed: The base speed
of your ship. Accel.: How fast your ships can accelerate. Turn: How maneuverable your ship is. Brake: How fast your ship can slow down. Damage: Any bonus damage that applies to your ship's guns (and possibly a battering ram??). Effective diet: How effective your rations are, more means fewer rations. Sustainability: Not sure. Gear Ship and their benefits you can also equip
the gear ship on this screen. There are five types of ship gear with two tiers, green and blue. As usual, the blue variety is more expensive, but gives some better stats. Have Two versions of each blue class gear, and then there are separate gears for sailboats and frigates. Bartali Sailboat uses Epheria Sailboat, so be sure to buy it from the wharf manager. Types types Gear
Sailboat and basic statistics, which they give TypeGreen BenefitBlue Assessment BenefitsCannonJulia Cannon - 1000 Longevity 300 additional damage to sea monsters 100 additional damage ships Elena Cannon - 5000 durability 1000 additional damage to sea monsters 1000 additional damage to shipsElise Cannon 5 00 extra damage for sea monsters - 240 extra damage to
SailsHigh Wind Sails -200 rations 2% turnBlack Breeze Sail 10,000 rations 4% speed 2% turnBlue Wind Sail 10,000 rations 2% turn , 150LT Weight LimitPlatingUpgraded Plating-100 LT Weight Limit Upgraded Black Plating 2% Speed 150 LT Weight LimitLightweight Black Plating No 200 LT Weight LimitProwBrass Prow The 1% speed Dragon Prow 10,000 rations and 4%
speedSea Dragon Prow 10,000 rations 2% speed 150 LT weight limit Green class gear is bought from The Croix Wharf Manager NPC in Velia. To get your hands on the blue grade gear you either need to do it yourself or buy it from the central market. To make blue gear ship you must have a Level 4 ship gear workshop. There's one in Port Epheria. Ship Ability Finally, you can see
the extra abilities that you get from your ship once your swimming skills reach a certain point. Many players aspire to a qualified one as it allows them to use the Breezy Sail skill that increases the speed of the ship. The next thing we need to know is how sailors work. Sailors To hire your good sailor you need to buy a Sailor's Contract Certificate. You can buy them from Filberto
Falasi in Eferia, Ilene Bartali at Velia's Inn and Criox in the docks of Velia. If you have a certificate you need to find and talk to a sailor looking for a job and hire them through the chat interface. To locate sailors looking for work, you can talk to Fiaberto, Croix or Ishlin and ask them about hiring sailors. This will show you the location of sailors looking for work, which is the beach in
Epheria, inside the Velia's Inn (not one in the docks) and in the harbour in Elijah. Sailors looking for work have a tag over your head that tells you what type of sailor he is. The table below has all the starting statistics for each type of sailor you can get so you should turn to him when you get yourself a new sailor. Now as your sailors get experience these statistics will also improve
to some extent. Type of SailorSpeedAccelerationTurnBrakeAppetiteCabin CostWeightLocationAmbitious1.60.20.20.215010200Velia and EpheriaBorn-in-the-sea2.00.30.30.315010500Iliya Calculating0.31.20.30.315010300Velia and Epheria Confident0.30.33.00.61005300Velia and Epheria Diligent0.30.32.02.08010100Iliya Enamored0.21.60.20.215010150Velia and Epheria
Experienced110.30.315010250Velia and Epheria Honest0.50.50.50.51207200IliyaInnocent1.20.30.30.315010200Velia and Epheria Powerful11111508500Iliya and Epheria Strong0.50.51.51.51008250Iliya Tenacious0.20.20.84.01005300VeliaTough0.30.30.33.01005300Velia and Epheria Treasure-Seeking0.20.24.00.81105300Velia and Epheria Which Which The sailor is best
dependent entirely on what you are going to do with your ship. If you are going to use it for trade and barter, then sailors with increased speed and low weight are better, such as innocent and ambitious types, while if you are going to use your ship for combat situations of some kind, then the sailors who give your ship a better turn, break and accelerate are becoming more
important. An ambitious sailor. Notice the high endurance stat, which gives more speed to the ship and its lowest weight. Sailor Stats Explained In the image above, you can see the sailor interface. The first statistic is the sailor's appetite, which is the amount of rations a sailor consumes each cycle and the cost of cabin space a sailor needs. Weight is also important because this
number is edited from the total payload capacity of your ship. Thus, having a heavy crew member reduces the weight of cargo that you can carry without slowing down. Next will be the abilities of the sailor. The first 4 abilities of sailor endurance (speed), Wits (Acceleration), Awareness (Turn), and Power (Brake). The ability of a sailor with these skills is added directly to the
statistics of the respective ship. Later four abilities are achieved only when the sailor reaches the 10th level. An experienced sailor reduces the negative effects of sea currents, son of wind reduces the influence of sea storms, Abstain reduces the amount of rations required each cycle and natural Born Soldiers gives your ship additional stability. The condition of the sailor and when
sailors fall ill the condition of the sailor can worsen, for example, if you run out of rations while at sea. You have to feed your sailor with raisin bread to restore his condition. You can buy raisin bread from the same NPC that sell you a sailor contract or a central market. If the condition of the sailors reaches 0, he gets sick. To cure him, you need to give him the Elixir of Regeneration.
As sailors Get Experience You sailor can gain experience in the following directions: From BarterRandomly while sailing Getting more sailors you start with a single slot for sailors. To get more sailors you need to get Sailor Oath, which are items that give you extra sailor slots when used. The best way to get them is by continuing the Great questline expedition mentioned earlier.
The one that started with the Black Spirit at level 50 with the quest Energetic Majesty. This questline will, after you get the sailboat Bartali, will also give you a total of five sailor oaths. You can then use these oaths to expand your sailor slots. The quests for sailing careers there are several quest chains that are great to complete if you are going for a living at sea. This is the ADV
Exploring the Balenos Sea and ADV Exploring the Calfon Sea. You can find them in your tab which opens by pressing the O button. Once you have completed these chains you have discovered all the islands north of the area between Velia and Epheria. Once these two chains have been completed, you can also bark at the The Sea, The History of Margoria quest and The Call of
the Ocean: Journey into the Deep Sea. Getting sailing experience now once you are familiar with your ship and may even have got yourself a sailboat Epheria it's time to start increasing your sailing skills with at least a qualified one. To do this, you need to complete several daily quests. You can just sail around in the Sea of Margoria, but it's a really slow way to get a sailing
experience. Daily quests that increase the experience of sailing in Velia from MiyaDelivering Goods - you will need to deliver goods to a specific island (Tinberra or Narvo or Baremi) For a wider trade route - Barter has successfully three times. The Velia by ProixWanted: Hungry Sea Creatures - Kill Three Ocean Stalkers or HekaruWanted: Cox Scouts in Disguise - Kill a total of 20
drunken snipers, barracks or pirate flags. (Daily) How to Restore Sailors - Cook 3 Chowder and Give ProixIn Velia from Crous treasure Swimming in the Ocean - Kill Hecara or Ocean StalkerOutlaws in the Ocean - Kill Goldmont Large BattleshipStay Sharp - Kill Goldmont Small Armadillo in Port Epheria Treasure Swimming in the Ocean - Kill Hecaru or Ocean StalkerOutlaws in
the Ocean - Kill Goldmont Big BattleshipStay Sharp - Kill Goldmont Small Armadillo In Port Ratt from SikhuramKai rough tides - shipping goods in one of four locations. The quests are bold-type quests that you can easily make solos. The rest are solo, but much more difficult than with the band. Upgrading your Bartali Sailboat The next step you can take is to upgrade your Bartali
Sailboat to either the Ephria Sailboat or the frigate Epheria. This step is important because it decides which way the ship you take from there. The image below shows you the way of the upgrade you can take from Bartali Sailboat. Usually, if you want to emphasize the barter you go for the sailboat, but if you want to go sea monster hunting or take part in the battle, then the frigate
Epheria is the best choice. Now, to upgrade your ship you first need to get all the green ship gear to raise the level of No 10 (see my BDO enhancement guide). You also have to collect the necessary materials that are: Materials needed for the Epheria Sailboat 800 x Standardized Wood Area1500 x Pine Plywood600 x Steel Bars300 x Linen Fabric100 x Hard PillarShip Update
Permission: Epheria Sailboat Materials, Materials necessary for the frigate Epheria 1000 x Standardized Wood Area1000 x pine-coated plywood800 x Jade Coral bars450 x Advanced linen fabric100 x Hard PillarShip Renewal Resolution : The Epheria frigate Once you are then in storage on the town with a jetty you can bring your Bartali sailboat there and use the wharf manager
to upgrade your ship into either the Epheria frigate or the Epheria sailboat. The same method is then used to update your even more, which means you don't need to constantly buy new ships, you can just focus on upgrading one or two of them. The Barter Barter System is an interesting addition for those of who love to play at sea. Simply put, it's a way to turn terrestrial resources
into barter items step by step from Level 1 to Level 5, and then turn a level 5 point into a sea coin. Why Bother with a barter Because barter is the only way you can get some of the materials needed for higher-end ships and ships. And if you have no interest in Black Desert Ocean content, then you kind of need to get the best ships and ship gear. Barter can also be a way to earn
silver and even a decent way once you reach higher barter levels. And finally, in my opinion, barter is the best way to align your sailors. As a barter to be able to barter you will need to use a Bartali sailboat or any higher level vessel. You can't barter in a fishing boat or rowing boat. You will also need to have materials that you are going to use for the barter in the cargo hold of the
ship. You can load and unload the cargo hold of the ship at the NPC manager's wharf. To see what materials you need to start a barter chain you can open a barter interface. There you will see all the barter options you have, no matter the jerky you have discovered the island with the barter option. Completing the barter chain, when you first start the barter, you will see only one
barter chain. My first was 30 Blood Clown - The Golden Sand - The Crown Castle Golden Coins - The Old Hourglass - The Solid Lava - the Azure quarter - is a sea coin. Each step of the chain gives you either the same amount as a barter element or more. This means that once you have completed the barter chain, you will be left with excess materials. For this chain, I had the
following elements left as soon as I completed the chain: 4 golden sand, 2 kronor castle gold coins, 6 old hourglass, 8 hardened lava and four azure crystals. I could sell higher tiered items for 44 million silver or save them in the hope of using them to complete another barter chain faster. Once you have completed the chain, you need to open the Barter Information Screen to
update the possible barters you can perform. You can update this sooner, but for your first run, I suggest completing the chain. As your bartering continues you will get access to more chains and wider availability of barter options. So that's about everything you need to know to successfully start your sailing career. If you find this guide useful, please share it with your friends and
allies at BDO. So good luck at sea and by the way, I also have a few other guides you may find useful. Useful. bdo sailing guide 2020. bdo sailing guide xbox. bdo sailing guide ps4. bdo sailing guide 2019. bdo sailing leveling guide
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